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SOCACORO3T-SOCIOLOGY (CC3) 

Full Marks: 50 Time Allotted: 2 Hours

The figres in the murgin indicale full marks. 
Candihates should answer in their own words und uadhere to the word limit as pructicable 

GROUP-A 

faut1- 
10-2 20 Answer any two of the following (within 700 words each) 

Write a note on macro and micro sociological theory.

Briefly discuss Merton's middle range theory.

3 Write a note on Durkhe im's notion of social fact. 

Briefly discuss Coser's contlict functionalism. 

GROUP-B 

5x4 200 Answer any four of the following (within 300 words each) 

Write a short note on the importance of concept in sociological theory. 

. How does Comte different iate between social statics and social dynamics? 

. Write a short note on Weber"s notion of authoritN. 
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8. Briefly discuss the role of class consciousness in Marx's notion of class struggle. 

9. Briefly discuss the nature of conflict in the ICAs following Dahrendrof. 

10. What is the basic argument of symbolic interactionism? 

GROUP-C 
f4191-1 

Answer any five of the following (within 100 words each) 2x5 10 

I. What is positivism? 

12 What is meant by variable? 

13. What does Marx mean by 'class for itselff? 

14. What is revo lut ion? 

15. What does Comte mean by theological stage? 

16. What is meant by feminism?

17. What is meant by function?

18. What, according to Mead. is 'self? 

N.B.: Students have tu complete submission of their Answer Seripts through E-mail Whursapp 
1o their oun respeclive colleges on the summe cluy' lule of exramination within I hour afier 

end of exan. iversity College uulhorities illnor he hetd responsible for wrong 

submission tat in proper ulelress). SIuelents cire slrongr hvisel not to submil mulliyle 

copies o the sune unswer sCrit. 
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